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One of the most successful ways to stick to your body goals and aspirations is by following a
proper plan and creating small, achievable milestones that will help keep you on track.You might
have to make some drastic changes to your diet and overall lifestyle, but the strategies I have
compiled in this book have been proven to work.That’s the key to a flatter, toned stomach.Are
you ready to get started? Let’s begin.
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TION.So you are finally here. Where you wanted to be for a very long time. You are the perfect
weight, the perfect size. But something's not quite there yet.You want a flat belly. One that looks
good when you wear that dinner dress or that bikini at the beach. You want to feel comfortable
enough to step out in that crop top with confidence.You’ve tried everything but nothing seems to
be working. So, what do you do?When it comes to losing weight, many of us have tried more
thanonce to shed those extra pounds only to be unsuccessful. In fact,many of us have spent
most of our lives being unhappy about ourbodies, wishing we had a flatter stomach, but
notknowing how to get started.If every year, you resolve to have the perfect summer body, you
are certainly not alone!So, the question is: how can you come up with a plan that isrealistic and
that you can stick to so you can finally be free from stubborn belly fat?Let me tell you a secret
that will help…One of the most successful ways to stick to your body goals and aspirations is by
following a proper plan and creating small,achievable milestones that will help keep you on
track.You might have to make some drastic changes to your diet and overall lifestyle, but the
strategies I have compiled in the following pages are proven to work.First, we are going to go
over many ways of achieving a flatterstomach.Then, we will explore the top fat burning foods that
aimto destroy stubborn fat that is usually difficult to lose.Then we’ll take things a step further by
taking a closer look at thefoods that you should avoid while on your flat belly journey.As a bonus,
you will also get some powerful exercise tips that will get you on the right track during the fat
burning process.But before we start, please keep in mind that your goals oflosing that stubborn
belly fat, getting a toned body and living a healthier life won’t happen overnight.You will need a
huge dose of consistency and determination. All it requires is a few minutes each day but you
need to be persistent in your goals and stay focused. Reward yourself for the milestones you
reach and then set new goals.That’s the key to a flatter, toned stomach.Are you ready to get
started? Let’s begin.CHAPTER 1HOW TO GET THE FLAT STOMACH THAT YOU DESIRE.I’ll
start by stating the obvious.Any weight loss journey is not easy. Losing belly fat and getting rid of
bloating can be such a struggle.For many people, the belly is just the last place to go. It’s very
common to lose weight and still have rolls of fat hanging around your middle. I mean, you could
be losing inches from your thighs,arms and even around our neck and face before you begin to
lose inches around your waistline.It’s heartbreaking to do so much and not see instant results. It
can understandably lead to frustration, so you need tokeep in mind that just because you may
not see the inches gofrom your waistline, it doesn’t mean you are failing in your weight loss
goals.Have you heard of the term “spot reduction”? It is whensomeone focuses on exercises that



aim to eliminate fat fromspecific areas of the body. The truth is, spot reduction doesn’twork. If
you focus only on one area of the body, you’ll still end uplosing weight from head to toe! This is a
great thing becauseyou’ll end up with an even weight loss and a better, leanerframe.Yeah, I
know you must have seen some adverts about fad weight loss programmes that promise to
reduce or focus on just one part of the body. They do not work. You know why? Weight comes
off evenly. If you’re losing weight on your face, best believe that some weight is coming off other
parts of your body too.Now that we’ve crushed that myth, let’s move on…Since spot-reduction
does not work, there’s something that does work and that is taking on exercises that focus on
certain areas of the body.Incorporating core-based exercises into your weight-loss routine that
specifically focuses on the major groups of muscles will help you burn more fat. The bigger
thosemuscle groups are, the more fuel they need (fuel here being calories), which will lead to
rapid weight loss.Does that make sense?Now let’s look into a few things you’ll stay away from if
you want to get that flatter, toned stomach:-BLAME IT ON THE ALCOHOL.Did you know?
Alcohol has some extra calories that your body doesn’t need. You may think that you enjoy a few
glasses of wine every other night. What you don’t know is that wine contains some sugary
calories that can stack up, throwing your system off-balancing and knocking you off track in your
weight lossjourney.Our livers process alcohol before they work on breaking downprotein and
carbs, which means that alcohol itself slows downyour body’s overall fat-burning ability.
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